
growing good governance

Course Context
Being a member of a board of management or management committee means you have strict legal and ethical 
responsibilities. 

When you make decisions about policy, finance, staffing or future directions, you need to know, understand and 
work within the governing rules of your organisation (that is, its constitution); manage the risks such as Work 
Health and Safety; and ensure your organisation meets all statutory requirements. 

In this workshop you will learn methods to assist you in constructing a grounded framework of compliance.

Good governance is about understanding  the structures and systems that enable you to make the right decisions, 
and set the right course for your organisation. The past two decades has seen a rise in expectations of boards of 
organisations that operate within Australia. Not for profit organisations are not immune from these pressures and 
often face unique and challenging contexts when implementing good governance.  As a whole the sector faces 
increased demands to perform efficiently with respect to the economic bottom line. 

Working Visions’ team members have worked with organisations throughout Australia to develop their particular 
corporate governance models and frameworks.

This workshop is a useful starting point for policy makers and organisations wishing to develop the governance 
infrastructure of their organisation.

In this practical workshop participants will have the 
opportunity to:

• Define the most suitable model for your Board
• Outline the fundamental roles and responsibilities

and duties of Board directors and how each role can
add value to the organisation

• Specifically define which functions and decisions
need to be made by the Board, and which are staff
responsibilities

• Define the legal and financial accountabilities
• Describe the steps to take to manage risk; the

warning signs to look for; and ways to minimise risk
in your organisation.

• Examine some of the key issues in ethical practice
and work through some common ethical dilemmas

• Recognise how to organise effective, efficient and
accountable Board processes and meetings

• Explore the procedures and processes that assist in
achieving good governance

• Understand how the Board contributes to strategic
planning and discuss how strategic planning can
make a difference

• Explore the importance of understanding finances
• Discover innovative approaches and frameworks

Cost $440 incl gst.  Includes:Workbooks, reference 
materials and handbooks.
Minimum of 10 per workshop

Send us an email info@workingvisions.com.au to 
see how we can help or call us on 0419 688 372.  
www.workingvisions.com.au


